Top Tips From The Reading Meeting That Parent’s Liked.
Three phonemes

 Don’t call reading “homework”.
“Let’s share a book, let’s play a game”. etc
 Do a small amount each night, 5 minutes is ample or more if you
want.
 Keep going with good reading practice. See :
http://www.wordsforlife.org.uk/sites/default/files/images/I-spy-apicture-book.pdf

 Remember to look at pronunciation. It is not b u, but bbbbb ( a
bouncing sound) or mmmmmm ,not mu ( a stretchy sound). Doing the
actions for bouncing and stretchy sounds like at school will help.
 For those difficult ones such as ch, sh, and th. Remember the
children need to use language such as graphemes and phonemes.
There are two graphemes but they make one sound.
 Th and f make and interesting challenge. Children will often grow up
saying free instead of three. Get out a mirror to show the children
the shape of your mouth.
Look for shiny teeth for ffffff… flower.. and poke your tongue out for
the cheeky one…. Th th th ree.
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Our doctor’s surgery and vets role play has been a great way to
capture the areas of learning, Health and Self Care as well as The
World.
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We are going to change the role play area to a Theatre. Our aim is
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Try counting pennies or pounds into a jar.
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Play shops and choose the right coins to use.



Write price labels for your shop.
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We have done our own safe firework display this week
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would make and this helped us with our writing projects this
week. Try making your own firework picture at home and

surrounding it with descriptive labels.
These are all suggested ideas to
support your child at home. Please do
not feel that you have to
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these ideas on a weekly basis.
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